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Linear relations between logarithmic integrals of high weight
and some closed-form evaluations
Kam Cheong Au
Abstract
The focus of our investigation will be integrals of form
ş
1
0
logap1´xq logb x logcp1`xq{fpxqdx,
where f can be either x, 1 ´ x or 1 ` x. We show that these integrals possess a plethora of
linear relations, and give systematic methods of finding them. In lower weight cases, these
linear relations yields remarkable closed-forms of individual integrals; in higher weight, we
discuss the Q-dimension that such integrals span. Our approach will not feature Euler sums.
Keywords: Polylogarithm, Euler sums, multiple zeta values, logarithmic integral
1 Introduction
Throughout, we will denote
iabc0 “
ż
1
0
logap1´ xq logb x logcp1` xq
1´ x dx
iabc1 “
ż
1
0
logap1´ xq logb x logcp1` xq
x
dx
iabc2 “
ż
1
0
logap1´ xq logb x logcp1` xq
1` x dx
The weight associated to any of them is w “ 1`a` b` c. For convergence reason, we need to assume b ě 1
in iabc0, a ě 1 or c ě 1 in iabc1. They (non-convergent ones excluded) are collective called polylogarithm
integrals of weight w.
Lemma 1.1. There are p3w2 ` w ´ 2q{2 polylogarithm integrals of weight w.
Proof. An easy counting exercise. For example, integrals of weight 2 are: i0100, i0011, i1001 , i0012, i0102, i1002 .
Our main objective is to calculate these integrals in terms of polylogarithm Linp1{2q and Riemann-zeta
function, where
Linpzq “
8ÿ
k“1
zk
kn
1
One remarkable result in this paper is theorem 3.1:ż
1
0
log2p1´ xq log2 x log3p1` xq
x
dx “ ´168Li5
ˆ
1
2
˙
ζp3q ` 96Li4
ˆ
1
2
˙
2 ´ 19
15
pi
4Li4
ˆ
1
2
˙
`
12pi2Li6
ˆ
1
2
˙
` 8Li4
ˆ
1
2
˙
log4p2q ´ 2pi2Li4
ˆ
1
2
˙
log2p2q ` 12pi2Li5
ˆ
1
2
˙
logp2q ` 87pi
2ζp3q2
16
`
447ζp3qζp5q
16
` 7
5
ζp3q log5p2q ´ 7
12
pi
2
ζp3q log3p2q ´ 133
120
pi
4
ζp3q logp2q ´ pi
8
9600
` log
8p2q
6
´
1
6
pi
2 log6p2q ´ 1
90
pi
4 log4p2q ` 19
360
pi
6 log2p2q
If explicit result is not available, we seek for linear relations satisfied between them.
Let A be the algebra generated over Q by all polylogarithm integrals, and In be the ideal of A generated
by these integrals which have weight ď n.
Definition 1.1. Let i1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , in be some polylogarithm integrals of weight w, a relation between them is a
non-trivial Q-linear combination of i1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , in that equals 0 in A{Iw´1.
For example, we have i2231 “ 0 in A{I7.
Given the well-known conjecture on algebraic independence of multiple zeta values of different weights,
it would be reasonable to assume same is true for these integrals, we shall assume this is the case through-
out. This implies A has a natural graded structure, so we can talk about the weight of constants such as
pi2, ζpnq and Linp1{2q. However, in no way the explicit evaluation or validity of relations in the paper are
contingent on this inaccessible assumption.
It must be mentioned that such integrals are usually attacked in literature via Euler sums like in [3],[1]
and [6]: each integral are converted in a combination of Euler sums with known values. However, virtually
all discussions available are with weight ď 5. Nonetheless, explicit results such as 3.1 should also be provable
by first converting to alternating MZVs (multiple zeta values), then using various shuffle relations.
2 Methods to obtain relations
2.1 Integration by parts
The most straightforward way to obtain relations between iabcd, where d “ 0, 1, 2, is integration by parts.
Temporarily write iabcd as fpa, b, c; dq, then we have
fpa, b, c; 1´ xq “ ´afpa, b, c; 1´ xq ` bfpa` 1, b´ 1, c;xq ` cfpa ` 1, b, c´ 1; 1` xq
fpa, b, c;xq “ afpa´ 1, b` 1, c; 1´ xq ´ bfpa, b, c;xq ´ cfpa, b` 1, c´ 1; 1` xq
fpa, b, c; 1` xq “ afpa´ 1, b, c` 1; 1´ xq ´ bfpa, b´ 1, c` 1; xq ´ cfpa, b, c; 1` xq
A relation is discarded if any of four integrals on the same horizontal line is non-convergent.
Note that the elementary
i00n2 “ plog 2qn`1{pn` 1q
also comes under this method.
2
2.2 Fractional transformation
We make the substitution x “ 1´u
1`u , then
u “ 1´ x
1` x dx “
´2
p1` uq2 du
iabc0 “
ż
1
0
logap 2u
1`u qlogbp 1´u1`u qlogcp 21`u q
up1` uq du
iabc1 “
ż
1
0
logap 2u
1`u qlogbp 1´u1`u qlogcp 21`u q
p1´ uqp1` uq du
iabc2 “
ż
1
0
logap 2u
1`u qlogbp 1´u1`u qlogcp 21`u q
1` u du
When we perform this substitution on iabc2, using
logp 2u
1` u q “ log 2´ log u´ logp1`uq logp
1´ u
1` u q “ logp1´uq´ logp1`uq logp
2
1` u q “ log 2´ logp1`uq
we can split RHS integral into a combination of different ia1b1c12, all of them have weight ď 1 ` a ` b ` c.
Assuming integrals of lower weights have been calculated, we now yield a relation between iabc2 and a
combinations of different ia1b1c12. For example, performing this substitution on i0212, because
log2p1´ u
1` u q logp
2
1` u q “ log 2log
2p1´ uq ´ 2 log 2 logp1´ uq logp1` uq
´ log2p1´ uq logp1` uq ` log 2log2p1` uq ` 2 logp1´ uqlog2p1` uq ´ log3p1` uq
therefore
i0212 “ ´i0032 ` 2i1022 ´ i2012 ` plog 2qi0022 ´ 2plog 2qi1012 ` plog 2qi2002
subsisting known values of lower weight ones i0022, i1012, i2002 yield a relation of weight 4 polylogarithm
integrals.
The same procedure can be carried out on iabc0, The denominator 1{up1 ` uq “ 1{u ´ 1{p1 ` uq. To
ensure every term after expansion is a convergent integral, we need to assume b ě 1. In this way, we can
write iabc0 into a combination of different ia1b1c11 and id1e1f 12.
Due to convergent issue, we do not perform this substitution on iabc1.
2.3 Explicit polylogarithm integrals
Results from this and next subsection are well-known, but we still choose to record them here so that
our methods of obtaining relations are as systematized as possible. This section contains two explicit
evaluations, which serves as two relations.
Lemma 2.1. ż
1
0
lognp1´ xq
1` x dx “ p´1q
n
n!Lin`1p1
2
q
3
Proof. Write ż
1
0
lognp1´ xq
1` x dx “
1
2
ż
1
0
lognx
1´ x{2dx
then expand 1{p1´x{2q as a geometric series, interchange order of integral and summation (easily justified),
immediately gives the result.
Lemma 2.2.ż
1
0
logn´1p1` xq
x
dx “ log
n2
n
` pn´ 1q!ζpnq ´
n´1ÿ
k“0
˜
n´ 1
k
¸
k!plog 2qn´k´1Lik`1p1
2
q
Proof. ż
1
0
logn´1p1` xq
x
dx “
ż
2
1
logn´1x
x´ 1 dx “ p´1q
n´1
ż
1
1{2
logn´1x
xp1´ xqdx
“ p´1qn´1
ż
1
1{2
logn´1x
x
dx` p´1qn´1
ż
1
1{2
logn´1x
1´ x dx
“ log
n2
n
` p´1qn´1
ż
1
1{2
logn´1x
1´ x dx
“ log
n2
n
` p´1qn´1
ż
1
0
logn´1x
1´ x dx´ p´1q
n´1
ż
1{2
0
logn´1x
1´ x dx
where we make the substitution x ÞÑ 1{x in the third step. The second last integral is just p´1qn´1pn ´
1q!ζpnq, and
ż
1{2
0
logn´1x
x´ 1 dx “
1
2
ż
1
0
logn´1px{2q
px{2q ´ 1 dx “
1
2
n´1ÿ
k“0
˜
n´ 1
k
¸
p´ log 2qn´k´1
ż
1
0
logkx
x{2´ 1dx
The integral in the sum can be easily calculated using geometric series.
2.4 Gamma function
Recall Euler’s beta function, when ℜpaq,ℜpbq ą 0,ż
1
0
x
a´1p1´ xqb´1dx “ ΓpaqΓpbq
Γpa` bq (1)
Now expand both sides into series around a “ 0, b “ 1, the coefficient of anpb ´ 1qm of LHS is (assuming
m ě 1)
1
n!m!
ż
1
0
lognxlogmp1´ xq
x
dx
The RHS can be written as
1
a
Γpa` 1qΓpbq
Γpa` bq “
1
a
exp
« 8ÿ
k“2
p´1qkζpkq
k
a
k `
8ÿ
k“2
p´1qkζpkq
k
pb´ 1qk ´
8ÿ
k“2
p´1qkζpkq
k
pa` b´ 1qk
ff
(2)
4
where we used the expansion
log Γp1` zq “ ´γz `
8ÿ
k“2
p´1qkζpkq
k
z
k
valid for |z| ă 1, with γ the Euler-Mascheroni constant. Using the usual expansion of exp z, the coefficient
of anpb´ 1qm in p2q can be figured out using finitely many calculations. Therefore we proved
Lemma 2.3. The value of inm01 and inm00 are in the algebra over Q generated by ζpnq and pi2, with
n “ 3, 5, 7, ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Now consider the expansion of p1q around a “ 1{2, b “ 0, the coefficient of anpb ´ 1qm of LHS is
(assuming n ě 1):
1
n!m!
ż
1
0
x
´1{2 log
nxlogmp1´ xq
1´ x dx
Using the duplication formula ΓpzqΓpz`1{2q “ 21´2z?piΓp2zq, one readily obtain the expansion of log Γpzq
at z “ 1{2:
log Γpzq “ log Γpzq “ log pi
2
´ γpz ´ 1
2
q ` p1´ 2zq log 2`
8ÿ
k“2
p´1qkζpkqp2k ´ 1q
k
pz ´ 1
2
q
k
Therefore the RHS of p1q becomes
1
b
exp
˜
2b log 2`
8ÿ
k“2
p´1qkζpkq
k
b
k `
8ÿ
k“2
p´1qkζpkqp2k ´ 1q
k
pa´ 1
2
q
k
´
8ÿ
k“2
p´1qkζpkqp2k ´ 1q
k
pa` b´ 1
2
q
k
¸
the coefficient of anpb´ 1qm in p2q can be figured out using finitely many calculations. Therefore
Lemma 2.4. The value of ż
1
0
x
´1{2 log
nxlogmp1´ xq
1´ x dx
when n ě 1 is in the algebra over Q generated by log 2, pi2 and ζpnq, n “ 3, 5, 7, ¨ ¨ ¨ .
2.5 Square replacement
We begin with an example,ż
1
0
log3p1` xq
x
dx`3
ż
1
0
log2p1` xq logp1´ xq
x
dx`3
ż
1
0
logp1` xqlog2p1´ xq
x
dx`
ż
1
0
log3p1´ xq
x
dx “
ż
1
0
log3p1´ x2q
x
dx
making substitution u “ x2 in the last integral gives the relation
i0031 ` 3i1021 ` 3i2011 ` i3001 “ 1
2
i3001
Similar process can be carried out on iab01, withż
1
0
logbxrlogp1` xq ` logp1´ xqsa
x
dx “ 1
2b`1
ż
1
0
logbxlogap1´ xq
x
dx
5
Expand the LHS, it involves multiple ia1bc11, RHS can be calculated using ζpnq by Lemma . For weight w
polylogarithm integral, b can ranges from 0 to w ´ 2, giving w ´ 1 relations.
There is a second procedure, considerż
1
0
logbxplogp1´ xq ` logp1` xqqa
1´ x dx “
1
2b`1
ż
1
0
x
´1{2 log
bxlogap1´ xq
1´ x1{2 dx
Using x
´1{2
1´x1{2 “ 11´x ` x
´1{2
1´x , we haveż
1
0
logbxplogp1´ xq ` logp1` xqqa
1´ x dx “
1
2b`1
ż
1
0
logbxlogap1´ xq
1´ x dx`
1
2b`1
ż
1
0
x
´1{2 log
bxlogap1´ xq
1´ x dx
Both integrals on the right can be calculated via Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. Expanding the left side again yield
a relation, b here can ranges from 1 to w ´ 1, again giving w ´ 1 relations.
Empirically, this method contributes 2w ´ 4 relations for large weight w.
2.6 Contour integration
The following scheme of obtaining relations starts to exert its power when weight ě 6. Let log z denote the
principal branch logarithm, assuming q, r ě 1, we integrate
logpp1` zqlogqp1´ zqlogrz
zp1´ zq
around a large semicircle with diameter lying on real axis. The integral along semicircle tends to 0. Integrals
along real axis can be broken piece-wisely into:
Along r0, 1s :
ż
1
0
logpp1` xqlogqp1´ xqlogrx
xp1´ xq dx
Along r1,8q :
ż 8
1
logpp1` xqrlogpx´ 1q ´ piisq logrx
xp1´ xq dx
“ ´
ż
1
0
rlogp1` xq ´ log xsprlogp1´ xq ´ log x´ piisqp´1qrlogrx
1´ x dx
Along r´1, 0s :
ż
0
´1
logpp1` xqlogqp1´ xqrlogp´xq ` piisr
xp1´ xq dx “ ´
ż
1
0
logpp1´ xqlogqp1` xqrlog x` piisr
xp1` xq dx
Along p´8,´1s :
ż ´1
´8
rlogp´1´ xq ` piisplogqp1´ xqrlogp´xq ` piisr
xp1´ xq dx
“ ´
ż
1
0
rlogp1´ xq ´ log x` piisprlogp1` xq ´ log xsqr´ log x` piisr
1` x dx
The four integrals add up to 0. When p`q`r “ w´1, comparing the real part gives a relation between
weight w polylogarithmic integrals; when p ` q ` r “ w, comparing imaginary part also gives a relation
between weight w polylogarithmic integrals.
Note that the relation we obtained is of form
sum of weight w integrals “
ÿ
pi
2ipsum of weight w ´ 2i integralsq
6
When w “ 6, the constant pi2 Li4p1{2q, which cannot be generated from methods in previous sections,
can now arise from RHS. Therefore it would be expected this method engenders new relations when w ě 6.
2.7 Multiple integral
The following method gives two new relations when weight w is even, and one when w is odd. It starts to
take effect when w ě 7.
Lemma 2.5. When n ě 1 an integer,
ż
1
0
ż
1
0
log2np 1´y
1´x q
p1` xqp1` yqdxdy “ 2
ż
1
0
log2np1´ uq logp1` uq
u
du` 2
2n` 1
ż
1
0
log2n`1p1´ uq
1` u du
Proof. Start with the LHS
I “
ż
1
0
ż
1
0
lognp 1´y
1´x q
p1` xqp1` yqdxdy
replace y by u “ 1´y
1´x , gives
I “
ż
1
0
ż 1
1´x
0
lognu
p1` xqp2´ u` uxq p1´ xqdudx
now exchange order of integration (easily justified via Fubini’s theorem), yields
I “
ż
1
0
ż
1
0
lognu
p1` xqp2´ u` uxq p1´ xqdxdu`
ż 8
1
ż
1
pu´1q{u
lognu
p1` xqp2´ u` uxq p1´ xqdxdu
“
ż
1
0
lognu
up1´ uq
„
u log 2` logp2´ u
2
q

du`
ż 8
1
lognu
ˆ
´ log 2
u
´ logp2´ 1{uq
1´ u
˙
du
“
ż
1
0
lognu
up1´ uq
„
u log 2` logp2´ u
2
q

du` p´1qn
ż
1
0
lognu
ˆ
´u log 2´ logp2´ uq
1´ 1{u
˙
1
u2
du
Rewrite RHS in the form of polylogarithm integrals, when n is odd, it vanishes (which can also be observed
from the appearance of I as double integral); when n is even, it reduces to the form mentioned in the
theorem.
Dismantle the double integral by expanding plogp1 ´ yq ´ logp1´ xqq2n, by Lemma 2.3, we know that
i2n,0,1,1 can be always be expressed in terms of polylogarithm, for example:
i6011 “
ż
1
0
log6p1´ xq logp1` xq
x
dx “ 630Li5
ˆ
1
2
˙
ζp3q ´ 360Li4
ˆ
1
2
˙
2 ´ 60pi2Li6
ˆ
1
2
˙
`
720Li8
ˆ
1
2
˙
` 120Li5
ˆ
1
2
˙
log3p2q ` 360Li6
ˆ
1
2
˙
log2p2q ´ 60pi2Li5
ˆ
1
2
˙
logp2q ` 720Li7
ˆ
1
2
˙
logp2q
The above lemma only contributes when w is even, the following additional one is valid regardless of
parity. Although intimidating-looking, it is a valuable high-order relation that can be written explicitly for
arbitrary n:
7
Lemma 2.6. When n ě 1 an integer,
pn`1q
ż
1
0
ż
1
0
lognp 1´y
1`x q logp1´ xq
p1` xqp1` yq dxdy “
ż
1
0
logn`1p 1`u
2
q logp1´ uq
u
du´pn`1q
ż
1
0
lognp 1`u
2
q log ` 1`u
2u
˘
logp1´ uq
1` u du
` n` 1
2
ż
1
0
log2p1´ uqlognp 1`u
2
q
1` u du`
ż
1
0
logn`1p1´ uq
u
log
ˆ
1` u
2u
˙
du´ 1
n` 2
ż
1
0
logn`2p1´ uq
upu` 1q du (3)
Note that RHS, after expansion, can be cast into linear combination of standard polylogarithm integrals.
Proof. Replace y by u “ 1´y
1`x , then exchange order of integration givesż
1
0
ż
1
0
lognp 1´y
1`x q logp1´ xq
p1` xqp1` yq dxdy “
ż
1{2
0
ż
1
0
lognu logp1´ xq
2´ u´ ux dxdu`
ż
1
1{2
ż p1´uq{u
0
lognu logp1´ xq
2´ u´ ux dxdu
It is elementary to check that ż
1
0
logp1´ xq
2´ u´ uxdxdu “
1
u
Li2
ˆ
u
2pu´ 1q
˙
andż p1´uq{u
0
lognu logp1´ xq
2´ u´ ux dxdu “
1
u
ˆ
´ logp2´ 2uq log u´1` 2u ´ Li2
ˆ
1´ 2u
2 p1´ uq
˙
` Li2
ˆ
u
2 p´1` uq
˙˙
therefore the double integral isż
1{2
0
lognu
u
Li2
ˆ
u
2pu´ 1q
˙
`
ż
1
1{2
lognu
u
ˆ
´ logp2´ 2uq log u´1` 2u ´ Li2
ˆ
1´ 2u
2 p1´ uq
˙
` Li2
ˆ
u
2 p´1` uq
˙˙
this equals, via integration by parts:
´
ż
1
1{2
lognu
u
logp2´ 2uq log u´1` 2u`
1
n` 1
ż
1
0
logn`1u
up1´ uq log
2´ u
2 p1´ uqdu´
1
n` 1
ż
1
1{2
log 1
2´2u
p1´ uq p´1` 2uq log
n`1
u
the second integral is amenable into standard polylogarithm integral, while first and third are not so
individually, but they miraculous combine into standard forms, giving the RHS of the lemma.
When w “ 7, this relation makes Li4p1{2qζp3q to the party, which is not otherwise obtainable, therefore
this relation is expected independent to previous ones.
2.8 Hypergeometric 2F1
The following method provides new relation when w ě 9, it introduces new combination of constants by
multiplying them with ζpnq for various n.
Lemma 2.7. The following holds when pa, b, cq is near p1, 1, 2q:
sin pipb´ aq
ż
1
0
x
b´1p1´ xqc´b´1p1` xq´adx “ sin pipc´ aq
ż
1
0
x
a´c
”
p1´ xqc´b´1p1` xq´a ´ 1
ı
dx´
sin pipb´aq Γpc´ bqΓpbq
ΓpaqΓpc´ aq
ż
1
0
x
b´c
”
p1´ xqc´a´1p1` xq´b ´ 1
ı
dx` sin pipc´ aq
a´ c` 1 ´
piΓpbq
Γp2´ c` bqΓpaqΓpc´ aq
(4)
Note that each term is analytic near p1, 1, 2q.
8
Proof. Begin with the following identity, which relates three of Kummer’s 24 solutions [4], valid for
| argp´zq| ă pi:
ΓpaqΓpbq
Γpcq 2F1pa, b; c; zq “
ΓpaqΓpb´ aq
Γpc´ aq p´zq
´a
2F1pa, 1` a´ c; 1` a´ b; z´1q
` ΓpbqΓpa´ bq
Γpc´ bq p´zq
´b
2F1pb, 1` b´ c; 1` b´ a; z´1q
Plug in z “ ´1 and the integral representation of 2F1 gives the result.
To obtain a relation between weight w integrals, we apply
B
BamBbnBcr
on both sides of (4), with m ` n ` r “ w, then plug in a “ 1, b “ 1, c “ 2. By varying m,n, r, we could
obtain plenty of new relations when w ě 9.
It is an empirical curiosity that, w is odd, this method subsumed both contour integration (Section 2.6)
and multiple integral (Section 2.7); but not so when w is even.
3 Explicit evaluation
3.1 Weight 3, 4 and 5
We start from values of six weight 2 integrals:
i0100 “ ´pi
2
6
i0011 “ pi
2
12
i1001 “ ´pi
2
6
i1002 “ ´pi
2
12
` log
2 2
2
i0012 “ log
2 2
2
i0102 “ ´pi
2
12
where we used the value of Li2p1{2q, and start deducing higher order polylogarithm integrals. Table 1
indicates that all 14 weight-3 integrals, 25 weight-4 integrals and 39 weight-5 integrals can be expressed in
terms of Riemann zeta and Linp1{2q. For example,ż
1
0
logp1´ xq logp1` xq
1` x dx´
1
12
pi
2 logp2q ` ζp3q
8
` log
3p2q
3ż
1
0
logp1´ xq log x logp1` xq
x
dx “ 2Li4
ˆ
1
2
˙
` 7
4
ζp3q logp2q ´ 3pi
4
160
` log
4p2q
12
´ 1
12
pi
2 log2p2q
ż
1
0
logp1´ xq log3p1` xq
x
dx “ ´6Li5
ˆ
1
2
˙
´ 6Li4
ˆ
1
2
˙
logp2q`
7pi2ζp3q
16
` 3ζp5q
4
´ 21
8
ζp3q log2p2q ´ 1
5
log5p2q ` 1
6
pi
2 log3p2q
The evaluation of such integrals of weight ď 5 is well-known in literature, in an one-by-one manner. It
might be pleasing to learn that these integrals can be calculated simultaneously without appealing to Euler
sums or MZVs.
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Weight w IBP FT GP SR CI MI 2F1 Total p3w2 ` w ´ 2q{2
3 6 10 14 - - - - 14
4 10 17 22 25 - - - 25
5 15 27 33 39 - - - 39
6 21 38 45 53 55 55 55 56
7 28 52 60 70 73 74 74 76
8 36 67 76 88 94 96 96 99
9 45 85 95 109 118 119 120 125
10 55 104 115 131 144 146 148 154
11 66 126 138 156 172 173 177 186
12 78 149 162 182 203 205 210 221
13 91 175 189 211 237 238 245 259
14 105 202 217 241 273 275 284 300
15 120 232 248 274 311 312 324 344
16 136 263 280 308 352 354 368 391
17 153 297 315 345 396 397 414 441
18 171 332 351 383 442 444 464 494
19 190 370 390 424 490 491 515 550
20 210 409 430 466 541 543 570 609
Table 1: Number of independent relations obtained via different methods when they are adjoined successively. (IBP:
integration by parts; FT: fractional transformation; GP: gamma and polylogarithm; SR: square replacement; CI: contour
integration; MI: multiple integral; 2F1: hypergeometric 2F1; Total: number of polylogarithmic integrals of that weight)
3.2 Weight 6
This weight encounters the first constant which is probably not expressible using ordinary polylogarithm.
Table 1 shows one additional constant is needed, I choose it to be
F1 :“
ż
1
0
log4 x logp1` xq
1` x dx “ 24ζp5¯, 1q “ 24
8ÿ
n“2
p´1qn
n5
Hn´1 « 0.633579571034807
All 56 integrals can be expressed, for instance,
ż
1
0
log x log4p1` xq
1´ x dx “
F1
2
` 2pi2Li4
ˆ
1
2
˙
` 48Li6
ˆ
1
2
˙
´ 12Li4
ˆ
1
2
˙
log2p2q´
24Li5
ˆ
1
2
˙
logp2q ´ 93ζp3q
2
16
` 21
2
ζp3q log3p2q ` 93ζp5q logp2q´
9pi6
140
´ 1
30
7 log6p2q ´ 1
6
pi
2 log4p2q ´ 61
120
pi
4 log2p2q
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ż
1
0
logp1´ xq log2 x log2p1` xq
1´ x dx “ ´
4
3
pi
2Li4
ˆ
1
2
˙
` 131ζp3q
2
16
` 7
3
ζp3q log3p2q ´ 77
24
pi
2
ζp3q logp2q`
217
8
ζp5q logp2q ` 41pi
6
30240
´ 1
18
pi
2 log4p2q ´ 1
144
pi
4 log2p2q
ż
1
0
log2 x log3p1` xq
1` x dx “
F1
4
` 24Li6
ˆ
1
2
˙
` 12Li4
ˆ
1
2
˙
log2p2q ` 24Li5
ˆ
1
2
˙
logp2q´
3ζp3q2 ` 7
2
ζp3q log3p2q ´ 53pi
6
2520
` log
6p2q
3
´ 1
4
pi
2 log4p2q
The middle one being lacking F1 is curious, a more striking example occurs in weight 8.
In general, ż
1
0
logk x logp1` xq
1` x dx “ k!ζpk ` 1, 1q “ k!
8ÿ
n“2
p´1qn
nk`1
Hn´1
seems to define a new constant for even k, while for odd k, the corresponding Euler sum reduces to a
combination of ordinary zeta values.[2].
3.3 Weight 7
There are two constants according to Table 1, I chose them to be
G1 “
ż
1
0
log4 x log2p1` xq
1` x dx
G2 “
ż
1
0
logp1´ xq log4 x logp1` xq
1´ x dx
Some examples are:
ż
1
0
logp1´ xq log4 x logp1` xq
1` x dx “ F1 logp2q ´G1 ` 48Li4
ˆ
1
2
˙
ζp3q ´ 85pi
4ζp3q
48
´
39pi2ζp5q
2
` 5655ζp7q
16
` 2ζp3q log4p2q ´ 2pi2ζp3q log2p2q ` 93
4
ζp5q log2p2q` 195
4
ζp3q2 logp2q ´ 37
840
pi
6 logp2q
ż
1
0
log2p1´ xq log x log3p1` xq
1` x dx “ ´
1
2
F1 logp2q ` 3G1
8
´ G2
4
` 12Li4
ˆ
1
2
˙
ζp3q ´ 72Li7
ˆ
1
2
˙
´
pi
2Li4
ˆ
1
2
˙
logp2q ´ 103pi
4ζp3q
480
´ 405pi
2ζp5q
64
` 2385ζp7q
16
` 23
4
ζp3q log4p2q ´ 67
16
pi
2
ζp3q log2p2q`
1209
16
ζp5q log2p2q ` 1005
32
ζp3q2 logp2q ` log
7p2q
70
´ 23
120
pi
2 log5p2q ´ 29
240
pi
4 log3p2q ´ 1069pi
6 logp2q
10080
Note that the only relation that introduces constant Li4p1{2qζp3q on the RHS is Lemma 3. There seems
no non-trivial nice evaluation available for odd weights.
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3.4 Weight 8
The three constants I shall introduce are
H1 “
ż
1
0
log6 x logp1` xq
1` x dx
H2 “
ż
1
0
log x log3 x log4p1` xq
x
dx
H3 “
ż
1
0
log2p1´ xq log4 x logp1` xq
1` x dx
One remarkable evaluation, mentioned in at the beginning of the article:
Theorem 3.1.
ż
1
0
log2p1´ xq log2 x log3p1` xq
x
dx “ ´168Li5
ˆ
1
2
˙
ζp3q ` 96Li4
ˆ
1
2
˙
2 ´ 19
15
pi
4Li4
ˆ
1
2
˙
`
12pi2Li6
ˆ
1
2
˙
` 8Li4
ˆ
1
2
˙
log4p2q ´ 2pi2Li4
ˆ
1
2
˙
log2p2q ` 12pi2Li5
ˆ
1
2
˙
logp2q ` 87pi
2ζp3q2
16
`
447ζp3qζp5q
16
` 7
5
ζp3q log5p2q ´ 7
12
pi
2
ζp3q log3p2q ´ 133
120
pi
4
ζp3q logp2q ´ pi
8
9600
` log
8p2q
6
´
1
6
pi
2 log6p2q ´ 1
90
pi
4 log4p2q ` 19
360
pi
6 log2p2q
This explicit result can still be obtained if one forgoes Lemma 3.
Another surprising result is
ż
1
0
log4p1´ xq log3p1` xq
1` x dx “ ´12pi
2
ζp3q2 ` 288ζp3qζp5q ` 12ζp3q log5p2q ´ 12pi2ζp3q log3p2q`
168ζp5q log3p2q ` 108ζp3q2 log2p2q ´ 2pi4ζp3q logp2q ´ 48pi2ζp5q logp2q`
720ζp7q logp2q ´ 499pi
8
25200
` log
8p2q
8
´ 1
3
pi
2 log6p2q ´ 19
60
pi
4 log4p2q ´ 1
6
pi
6 log2p2q (5)
It becomes more and more lengthy to write down a general explicit evaluation. For instance
ż
1
0
log3p1´ xq log4 x
1` x dx “
5pi2F1
2
´ 3F1 log2p2q ` 3G1 logp2q ´ H1
2
`H2`
288Li5
ˆ
1
2
˙
ζp3q ` 28
5
pi
4Li4
ˆ
1
2
˙
´ 63pi2ζp3q2 ` 2259ζp3qζp5q
2
´ 1
5
12ζp3q log5p2q`
4pi2ζp3q log3p2q ` 93
2
ζp5q log3p2q ´ 36ζp3q2 log2p2q ` 22
5
pi
4
ζp3q logp2q´
369
4
pi
2
ζp5q logp2q ` 11475
8
ζp7q logp2q ´ 523pi
8
3360
` 7
30
pi
4 log4p2q ´ 10
21
pi
6 log2p2q
3.5 Weight 9 and 10
The full results for all weight 9 and weight 10 integrals are available in Mathematica format (Section 4.2).
Here I extract some notable ones.
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Firstly, we have a nice two-term result, without any ’new’ weight 6, 7 or 8 constants.
i3052 “ ´ i6022
2
` 120ζp3q3 ´ 4pi
6ζp3q
3
´ 18pi4ζp5q ´ 360pi2ζp7q ` 6720ζp9q`
21ζp3q log6p2q ´ 25pi2ζp3q log4p2q ` 480ζp5q log4p2q ` 300ζp3q2 log3p2q ´ 13pi4ζp3q log2p2q´
240pi2ζp5q log2p2q ` 4320ζp7q log2p2q ´ 60pi2ζp3q2 logp2q ` 2880ζp3qζp5q logp2q ` log
9p2q
6
´
1
2
pi
2 log7p2q ´ 49
60
pi
4 log5p2q ´ 107
126
pi
6 log3p2q ´ 13
45
pi
8 logp2q
The family ia0b2 seems to possess many nice properties, for example, this weight 10 example:
ż
1
0
log5p1´ xq log4p1` xq
1` x dx “ ´20pi
4
ζp3q2`7200ζp5q2´960pi2ζp3qζp5q`14400ζp3qζp7q`20ζp3q log7p2q´
40pi2ζp3q log5p2q ` 600ζp5q log5p2q ` 600ζp3q2 log4p2q ´ 76
3
pi
4
ζp3q log3p2q ´ 560pi2ζp5q log3p2q`
8640ζp7q log3p2q ´ 360pi2ζp3q2 log2p2q ` 10080ζp3qζp5q log2p2q ` 1440ζp3q3 logp2q ´ 20
3
pi
6
ζp3q logp2q´
112pi4ζp5q logp2q ´ 2400pi2ζp7q logp2q ` 40320ζp9q logp2q ´ 149pi
10
1320
` log
10p2q
10
´ 5
12
pi
2
log8p2q ´ 7
9
pi
4 log6p2q ´ 19
18
pi
6 log4p2q ´ 47
60
pi
8 log2p2q (6)
A conjecture generalizing this is 4.1.
Apart from the above, the only non-trivial weight 10 explicit result seems to be
ż
1
0
logp1´ xq log6 x log2p1` xq
x
“ 5pi
4F1
4
` pi
2H1
2
` 6pi6Li4
ˆ
1
2
˙
´ 105pi
4ζp3q2
16
´ 945
8
pi
2
ζp3qζp5q´
11475ζp3qζp7q
2
´ 11475ζp5q
2
4
` 21
4
pi
6
ζp3q logp2q ` 1633pi
10
24640
` 1
4
pi
6 log4p2q ´ 1
4
pi
8 log2p2q (7)
see also 4.2.
It is should be noted that in the pool of weight 9 constants, Li4p1{2qLi5p1{2q is lacking. While for weight
10, despite appearance of both Li5p1{2q2 and Li4p1{2qLi6p1{2q, they are introduced by only one relation
(Lemma 3). Therefore it is reasonable to suspect there might still be higher weight sporadic relation that
introduce these constants.
4 Discussions
4.1 Dimension of Iw{Iw´1
We first recapitulate some definitions mentioned in the introduction. A is the algebra generated over Q
by all polylogarithm integrals, and In Ă A is the ideal by those with weight ď n.
Let Nw the number of "primitive" constant of weight w, for example, ζp3q,Linp1{2q,F1 for n ě 4 is
primitive, while Li4p1{2qLi7p1{2q is not a primitive weight 11 constant. Although being a vague concept,
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we only use it to illustrate one point: the number of possible product combinations of weight w constants
is the coefficient of xw in 8ź
w“1
p1´ xq´Nw
It is expected that Nw ě 1, so number of total combinations of weight w is ě ppwq, the number of partition
of an integer, so grows like e
?
w. Therefore when w is large, the number of constants exceeds the number
of integrals. A similar analysis on Euler sums has been done in [2].
Therefore in higher weight, it would be more conducive forget these constants and concentrate on
existence of relation themselves, that is, the quantity dimQ Iw{Iw´1.
w 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
dimQ Iw{Iw´1 1 1 2 2 4 4 7 7 11
w 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
dimQ Iw{Iw´1 12 16 17 22 24 29 31 37 40
Table 2: Upper bound for dimension of "new constants" for each weight ď 20
For w ě 4, the above table can deduced from Table 1 by calculating the difference between last two
columns, then add 1 if w is even and 2 if w is odd, corresponding to Liwp1{2q and ζpwq. My humble feeling
is that these bounds can still be considerably lowered, especially when w ě 11, due to not-yet-discovered
methods to generate relations.
4.2 Mathematica files
Results of weight ď 12 have been fully computed, and is available in Mathematica format [7]. New constants
of weight 6´ 8 are named as in previous section, and those of weight 9´ 12 are not named. To compute,
for example, i3442, input
ESIntegrate[Log[1-x]^3 Log[x]^4 Log[1+x]^4/ (1+x),{x,0,1}]
For 13 ď w ď 20, the same file contains results modulo Iw´1 ‘QLiwp1{2q. For example, the entry
i4452, -((3 i8322)/7) - (3 i8412)/14 - i9222/7 + (2 i9312)/63 + ( 2 i9402)/63
+ (10 iA212)/21 + (8 iA302)/45 - (20 iB112)/231 - ( 296 iB202)/1155 + (97 iC102)/2310
implies1
i4452´
ˆ
´3i8322
7
´ 3i8412
14
´ i9222
7
` 2i9312
63
` 2i9402
63
` 10iA212
21
` 8iA302
45
´ 20iB112
231
´ 296iB202
1155
` 97iC102
2310
˙
is in I13 ‘QLi14p1{2q.
1Here A “ 10, B “ 11 and so on
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4.3 Some conjectures
Conjecture 4.1. For any n ě 1, the value ofż
1
0
logn`1p1´ xq lognp1` xq
1` x dx
is in the algebra over Q generated by pi2, log 2 and ζpnq for n odd.
The case for n “ 2, w “ 6 is
ż
1
0
log3p1´ xq log2p1` xq
1` x dx “ 6ζp3q
2 ` 6ζp3q log3p2q ´ 2pi2ζp3q logp2q ` 24ζp5q logp2q´
23pi6
2520
` log
6p2q
6
´ 1
4
pi
2 log4p2q ´ 1
12
pi
4 log2p2q
The case for n “ 3, 4 are (5) and (6) respectively. The weight 12 case for n “ 5 is also true, look into the
Mathematica files for the value.
The value of such integral should still be derivable even if relations from 2F1 method are omitted, but
a unified proof for general n remains elusive to me.
Conjecture 4.2. For any n ě 0, the value ofż
1
0
logp1´ xq log2n x log2p1` xq
x
dx P I2n`2
The case n “ 0 is the well-knownż
1
0
logp1´ xq log2p1` xq
x
dx “ ´ pi
4
240
For n “ 1, result of integral is:
2pi2Li4
ˆ
1
2
˙
´ 15ζp3q
2
4
` 7
4
pi
2
ζp3q logp2q ´ 163pi
6
10080
` 1
12
pi
2 log4p2q ´ 1
12
pi
4 log2p2q
n “ 3 is the equation (7), again see the Mathematica files for the case n “ 2, 4.
Both conjectures are consistent with the behaviour of i1,2n,2,1 modulo constants, complied for weight
ď 20. (See Section 4.1).
An expression for ia0c2 in terms of MZVs and multiple polylogarithm is given by Xu at [5], but it seems
not directly applicable for our problem.
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